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This paper presents a new optimization technique called water cycle algorithm (WCA) which is applied to
a number of constrained optimization and engineering design problems. The fundamental concepts and
ideas which underlie the proposed method is inspired from nature and based on the observation of water
cycle process and how rivers and streams flow to the sea in the real world. A comparative study has been
carried out to show the effectiveness of the WCA over other well-known optimizers in terms of compu-
tational effort (measures as number of function evaluations) and function value (accuracy) in this paper.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decades, various algorithms have been developed
to solve a variety of constrained engineering optimization prob-
lems. Most of such algorithms are based on numerical linear and
nonlinear programming methods that may require substantial gra-
dient information and usually seek to improve the solution in the
neighborhood of a starting point. These numerical optimization
algorithms provide a useful strategy to obtain the global optimum
solution for simple and ideal models.

Many real-world engineering optimization problems, however,
are very complex in nature and quite difficult to solve. If there is
more than one local optimum in the problem, the results may de-
pend on the selection of the starting point for which the obtained
optimal solution may not necessarily be the global optimum. Fur-
thermore, the gradient search may become unstable when the
objective function and constraints have multiple or sharp peaks.

The drawbacks (efficiency and accuracy) of existing numerical
methods have encouraged researchers to rely on metaheuristic
algorithms based on simulations and nature inspired methods to
solve engineering optimization problems. Metaheuristic algo-
rithms commonly operate by combining rules and randomness to
imitate natural phenomena [1].
ll rights reserved.
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The phenomena may include the biological evolutionary pro-
cess such as genetic algorithms (GAs) proposed by Holland [2]
and Goldberg [3], animal behavior such as particle swarm optimi-
zation (PSO) proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart [4], and the phys-
ical annealing which is generally known as simulated annealing
(SA) proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. [5].

Among the optimization methods, the evolutionary algorithms
(EAs) which are generally known as general purpose optimization
algorithms are known to be capable of finding the near-optimum
solution to the numerical real-valued test problems. EAs have been
very successfully applied to constrained optimization problems [6].

GAs are based on the genetic process of biological organisms
[2,3]. Over many generations, natural populations evolve according
to the principles of natural selections (i.e. survival of the fittest). In
GAs, a potential solution to a problem is represented as a set of
parameters. Each independent design variable is represented by a
gene. Combining the genes, a chromosome is produced which rep-
resents an individual (solution).

The efficiency of the different architectures of evolutionary
algorithms in comparison to other heuristic techniques has been
tested in both generic [7–9] and engineering design [10] problems.
Recently, Chootinan and Chen [11] proposed a constraint-handling
technique by taking a gradient-based repair method. The proposed
technique is embedded into GA as a special operator.

PSO is a recently developed metaheuristic technique inspired by
choreography of a bird flock developed by Kennedy and Eberhart
[4]. The approach can be viewed as a distributed behavioral algo-
rithm that performs a multidimensional search. It makes use of a
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velocity vector to update the current position of each particle in
the swarm.

In Ref. [12], there are some suggestions for choosing the param-
eters used in PSO. He and Wang [13] proposed an effective co-evo-
lutionary PSO for constrained problems, where PSO was applied to
evolve both decision factors and penalty factors. In these methods,
the penalty factors were treated as searching variables and evolved
by GA or PSO to the optimal values. Recently, Gomes [14] applied
PSO on truss optimization using dynamic constraints.

The present paper introduces a novel metaheuristic algorithm
for optimizing constrained functions and engineering problems.
The main objective of this paper is to present a new global optimi-
zation algorithm for solving the constrained optimization prob-
lems. Therefore, a new population-based algorithm named as the
water cycle algorithm (WCA), is proposed. The performance of
the WCA is tested on several constrained optimization problems
and the obtained results are compared with other optimizers in
terms of best function value and the number of function
evaluations.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
the proposed WCA and the concepts behind it are introduced in de-
tails. In Section 3, the performance of the proposed optimizer is
validated on different constrained optimization and engineering
design problems. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. Water cycle algorithm

2.1. Basic concepts

The idea of the proposed WCA is inspired from nature and based
on the observation of water cycle and how rivers and streams flow
downhill towards the sea in the real world. To understand this fur-
ther, an explanation on the basics of how rivers are created and
water travels down to the sea is given as follows.

A river, or a stream, is formed whenever water moves downhill
from one place to another. This means that most rivers are formed
high up in the mountains, where snow or ancient glaciers melt. The
rivers always flow downhill. On their downhill journey and even-
tually ending up to a sea, water is collected from rain and other
streams.

Fig. 1 is a simplified diagram for part of the hydrologic cycle.
Water in rivers and lakes is evaporated while plants give off (tran-
spire) water during photosynthesis. The evaporated water is car-
ried into the atmosphere to generate clouds which then
condenses in the colder atmosphere, releasing the water back to
the earth in the form of rain or precipitation. This process is called
the hydrologic cycle (water cycle) [15].

In the real world, as snow melts and rain falls, most of water
enters the aquifer. There are vast fields of water reserves under-
ground. The aquifer is sometimes called groundwater (see percola-
tion arrow in Fig. 1). The water in the aquifer then flows beneath
the land the same way water would flow on the ground surface
(downward). The underground water may be discharged into a
stream (marsh or lake). Water evaporates from the streams and
rivers, in addition to being transpired from the trees and other
greenery, hence, bringing more clouds and thus more rain as this
cycle counties [15].

Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of how streams flow to the rivers
and rivers flow to the sea. Fig. 2 resembles a tree or roots of a tree.
The smallest river branches, (twigs of tree shaped figure in Fig. 2
shown in bright green1), are the small streams where the rivers
begins to form. These tiny streams are called first-order streams
(shown in Fig. 2 in green colors).
1 For interpretation of color in Fig. 2, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.
Wherever two first-order streams join, they make a second-or-
der stream (shown in Fig. 2 in white colors). Where two second-or-
der streams join, a third-order stream is formed (shown in Fig. 2 in
blue colors), and so on until the rivers finally flow out into the sea
(the most downhill place in the assumed world) [16].

Fig. 3 shows the Arkhangelsk city on the Dvina River. Arkhan-
gelsk (Archangel in English) is a city in Russia that drapes both
banks of the Dvina River, near where it flows into the White Sea.
A typical real life stream, river, sea formation (Dvina River) is
shown in Fig. 3 resembling the shape in Fig. 2.

2.2. The proposed WCA

Similar to other metaheuristic algorithms, the proposed method
begins with an initial population so called the raindrops. First, we
assume that we have rain or precipitation. The best individual
(best raindrop) is chosen as a sea. Then, a number of good rain-
drops are chosen as a river and the rest of the raindrops are consid-
ered as streams which flow to the rivers and sea.

Depending on their magnitude of flow which will be described
in the following subsections, each river absorbs water from the
streams. In fact, the amount of water in a stream entering a rivers
and/or sea varies from other streams. In addition, rivers flow to the
sea which is the most downhill location.

2.2.1. Create the initial population
In order to solve an optimization problem using population-

based metaheuristic methods, it is necessary that the values of
problem variables be formed as an array. In GA and PSO terminol-
ogies such array is called ‘‘Chromosome’’ and ‘‘Particle Position’’,
respectively. Accordingly, in the proposed method it is called
‘‘Raindrop’’ for a single solution. In a Nvar dimensional optimization
problem, an raindrop is an array of 1 � Nvar. This array is defined as
follows:

Raindrop ¼ ½x1; x2; x3; . . . ; xN� ð1Þ

To start the optimization algorithm, a candidate representing a
matrix of raindrops of size Npop � Nvar is generated (i.e. population
of raindrops). Hence, the matrix X which is generated randomly is
given as (rows and column are the number of population and the
number of design variables, respectively):

Population of raindrops ¼

Raindrop1

Raindrop2

Raindrop3

..

.

RaindropNpop

2
66666664

3
77777775

¼

x1
1 x1

2 x1
3 � � � x1

Nvar

x2
1 x2

2 x2
3 � � � x2

Nvar

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. ..

.

xNpop
1 xNpop

2 xNpop
3 � � � xNpop

Nvar

2
666664

3
777775
ð2Þ

Each of the decision variable values ðx1; x2; . . . ; xNvar Þ can be rep-
resented as floating point number (real values) or as a predefined
set for continuous and discrete problems, respectively. The cost
of a raindrop is obtained by the evaluation of cost function (C) gi-
ven as:

Ci ¼ Costi ¼ f xi
1; x

i
2; . . . ; xi

Nvar

� �
i ¼ 1;2;3; . . . ;Npop ð3Þ

where Npop and Nvars are the number of raindrops (initial popula-
tion) and the number of design variables, respectively. For the first
step, Npop raindrops are created. A number of Nsr from the best



Fig. 1. Simplified diagram of the hydrologic cycle (water cycle).

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of how streams flow to the rivers and also rivers flow to
the sea.

Fig. 3. Arkhangelsk city on the Dvina River (adopted from NASA, Image Source:
http://asterweb.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery-detail.asp?name=Arkhangelsk).
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individuals (minimum values) are selected as sea and rivers. The
raindrop which has the minimum value among others is considered
as a sea. In fact, Nsr is the summation of Number of Rivers (which is a
user parameter) and a single sea as given in Eq. (4). The rest of the
population (raindrops form the streams which flow to the rivers or
may directly flow to the sea) is calculated using Eq. (5).

Nsr ¼ Number of Riversþ 1|{z}
Sea

ð4Þ

NRaindrops ¼ Npop � Nsr ð5Þ

In order to designate/assign raindrops to the rivers and sea depend-
ing on the intensity of the flow, the following equation is given:

NSn ¼ round
CostnPNsr
i¼1Costi

�����
������ NRaindrops

( )
; n ¼ 1;2; . . . ;Nsr ð6Þ

where NSn is the number of streams which flow to the specific rivers
or sea.
2.2.2. How does a stream flow to the rivers or sea?
As mentioned in subsection 2.1, the streams are created from

the raindrops and join each other to form new rivers. Some of
the streams may also flow directly to the sea. All rivers and streams
end up in sea (best optimal point). Fig. 4 shows the schematic view
of stream’s flow towards a specific river.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, a stream flows to the river along the con-
necting line between them using a randomly chosen distance given
as follow:

X 2 ð0;C � dÞ; C > 1 ð7Þ

where C is a value between 1 and 2 (near to 2). The best value for C
may be chosen as 2. The current distance between stream and river
is represented as d. The value of X in Eq. (7) corresponds to a distrib-
uted random number (uniformly or may be any appropriate distri-
bution) between 0 and (C � d). The value of C being greater than one
enables streams to flow in different directions towards the rivers.

http://asterweb.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery-detail.asp?name=Arkhangelsk


Fig. 4. Schematic view of stream’s flow to a specific river (star and circle represent
river and stream respectively).

Fig. 5. Exchanging the positions of the stream and the river where star represents
river and black color circle shows the best stream among other streams.
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This concept may also be used in flowing rivers to the sea. There-
fore, the new position for streams and rivers may be given as:

Xiþ1
Stream ¼ Xi

Stream þ rand� C � Xi
River � Xi

Stream

� �
ð8Þ

Xiþ1
River ¼ Xi

River þ rand� C � Xi
Sea � Xi

River

� �
ð9Þ

where rand is a uniformly distributed random number between 0
and 1. If the solution given by a stream is better than its connecting
river, the positions of river and stream are exchanged (i.e. stream
becomes river and river becomes stream). Such exchange can sim-
ilarly happen for rivers and sea. Fig. 5 depicts the exchange of a
stream which is best solution among other streams and the river.

2.2.3. Evaporation condition
Evaporation is one of the most important factors that can pre-

vent the algorithm from rapid convergence (immature conver-
gence). As can be seen in nature, water evaporates from rivers
and lakes while plants give off (transpire) water during photosyn-
thesis. The evaporated water is carried into the atmosphere to form
clouds which then condenses in the colder atmosphere, releasing
the water back to earth in the form of rain. The rain creates the
new streams and the new streams flow to the rivers which flow
to the sea [15].

This cycle which was mentioned in subsection 2.1 is called
water cycle. In the proposed method, the evaporation process
causes the sea water to evaporate as rivers/streams flow to the
sea. This assumption is proposed in order to avoid getting trapped
in local optima. The following Psuocode shows how to determine
whether or not river flows to the sea.
if Xi
Sea � Xi

River

��� ��� < dmax i ¼ 1;2;3; . . . ;Nsr � 1

Evaporation and raining process

end

where dmax is a small number (close to zero). Therefore, if the dis-
tance between a river and sea is less than dmax, it indicates that
the river has reached/joined the sea. In this situation, the evapora-
tion process is applied and as seen in the nature after some ade-
quate evaporation the raining (precipitation) will start. A large
value for dmax reduces the search while a small value encourages
the search intensity near the sea. Therefore, dmax controls the search
intensity near the sea (the optimum solution). The value of dmax

adaptively decreases as:

diþ1
max ¼ di

max �
di

max

max iteration
ð10Þ
2.2.4. Raining process
After satisfying the evaporation process, the raining process is

applied. In the raining process, the new raindrops form streams
in the different locations (acting similar to mutation operator in
GA). For specifying the new locations of the newly formed streams,
the following equation is used:

Xnew
Stream ¼ LBþ rand� ðUB� LBÞ ð11Þ

where LB and UB are lower and upper bounds defined by the given
problem, respectively.

Again, the best newly formed raindrop is considered as a river
flowing to the sea. The rest of new raindrops are assumed to form
new streams which flow to the rivers or may directly flow to the
sea.

In order to enhance the convergence rate and computational
performance of the algorithm for constrained problems, Eq. (12)
is used only for the streams which directly flow to the sea. This
equation aims to encourage the generation of streams which di-
rectly flow to the sea in order to improve the exploration near
sea (the optimum solution) in the feasible region for constrained
problems.

Xnew
stream ¼ Xsea þ

ffiffiffiffi
l
p � randnð1;NvarÞ ð12Þ

where l is a coefficient which shows the range of searching region
near the sea. Randn is the normally distributed random number. The
larger value for l increases the possibility to exit from feasible re-
gion. On the other hand, the smaller value for l leads the algorithm
to search in smaller region near the sea. A suitable value for l is set
to 0.1.

In mathematical point of view, the term
ffiffiffiffilp in Eq. (12) repre-

sents the standard deviation and, accordingly, l defines the con-
cept of variance. Using these concepts, the generated individuals
with variance l are distributed around the best obtained optimum
point (sea).

2.2.5. Constraint handling
In the search space, streams and rivers may violate either the

problem specific constraints or the limits of the design variables.
In the current work, a modified feasible-based mechanism is used
to handle the problem specific constraints based on the following
four rules [17]:

� Rule 1: Any feasible solution is preferred to any infeasible
solution.
� Rule 2: Infeasible solutions containing slight violation of the

constraints (from 0.01 in the first iteration to 0.001 in the last
iteration) are considered as feasible solutions.



Fig. 6. Schematic view of WCA.
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� Rule 3: Between two feasible solutions, the one having the bet-
ter objective function value is preferred.
� Rule 4: Between two infeasible solutions, the one having the

smaller sum of constraint violation is preferred.

Using the first and fourth rules, the search is oriented to the fea-
sible region rather than the infeasible region. Applying the third
rule guides the search to the feasible region with good solutions
[17]. For most structural optimization problems, the global mini-
mum locates on or close to the boundary of a feasible design space.
By applying rule 2, the streams and rivers approach the boundaries
and can reach the global minimum with a higher probability[18].

2.2.6. Convergence criteria
For termination criteria, as commonly considered in metaheu-

ristic algorithms, the best result is calculated where the termina-
tion condition may be assumed as the maximum number of
iterations, CPU time, or e which is a small non-negative value
and is defined as an allowable tolerance between the last two re-
sults. The WCA proceeds until the maximum number of iterations
as a convergence criterion is satisfied.

2.2.7. Steps and flowchart of WCA
The steps of WCA are summarized as follows:

� Step 1: Choose the initial parameters of the WCA: Nsr, dmax, Npop,
max_iteration.
� Step 2: Generate random initial population and form the initial

streams (raindrops), rivers, and sea using Eqs. (2), (4), and (5).
� Step 3: Calculate the value (cost) of each raindrops using Eq. (3).
� Step 4: Determine the intensity of flow for rivers and sea using

Eq. (6).
� Step 5: The streams flow to the rivers by Eq. (8).
� Step 6: The rivers flow to the sea which is the most downhill

place using Eq. (9).
� Step 7: Exchange positions of river with a stream which gives

the best solution, as shown in Fig. 5.
� Step 8: Similar to Step 7, if a river finds better solution than the

sea, the position of river is exchanged with the sea (see Fig. 5).
� Step 9: Check the evaporation condition using the Psuocode in

subsection 2.2.3.
� Step 10: If the evaporation condition is satisfied, the raining

process will occur using Eqs. (11) and (12).
� Step 11: Reduce the value of dmax which is user defined param-

eter using Eq. (10).
� Step 12: Check the convergence criteria. If the stopping criterion
is satisfied, the algorithm will be stopped, otherwise return to
Step 5.

The schematic view of the proposed method is illustrated in
Fig. 6 where circles, stars, and the diamond correspond to streams,
rivers, and sea, respectively. From Fig. 6, the white (empty) shapes
refer to the new positions found by streams and rivers. Fig. 6 is an
extension of Fig. 4.

The following paragraphs aim to offer some clarifications on the
differences between the proposed WCA and other metaheuristics
methods such as PSO for example.

In the proposed method, rivers (a number of best selected
points except the best one (sea)) act as ‘‘guidance points’’ for
guiding other individuals in the population towards better posi-
tions (as shown in Fig. 6) in addition to minimize or prevent
searching in inappropriate regions in near-optimum solutions
(see Eq. (8)).

Furthermore, rivers are not fixed points and move toward the
sea (the best solution). This procedure (moving streams to the riv-
ers and, then moving rivers to the sea) leads to indirect move to-
ward the best solution. The procedure for the proposed WCA is
shown in Fig. 7 in the form of a flowchart.

In contrast, only individuals (particles) in PSO, find the best
solution and the searching approach based on the personal and
best experiences.

The proposed WCA also uses ‘‘evaporation and raining condi-
tions’’ which may resemble the mutation operator in GA. The evap-
oration and raining conditions can prevent WCA algorithm from
getting trapped in local solutions. However, PSO does not seem
to posses such criteria/mechanism.
3. Numerical examples and test problems

In this section, the performance of the proposed WCA is tested
by solving several constrained optimization problems. In order to
validate the proposed method for constraint problems, first, four
constrained benchmark problems have been applied and then,
the performance of the WCA for seven engineering design prob-
lems (widely used in literatures) were examined and the optimiza-
tion results were compared with other optimizers.

The benchmark problems include the objective functions of var-
ious types (quadratic, cubic, polynomial and nonlinear) with vari-
ous number of the design variables, different types and number
of inequality and equality constraints. The proposed algorithm
was coded in MATLAB programming software and simulations
were run on a Pentium V 2.53 GHz with 4 GB RAM. The task of
optimizing each of the test functions was executed using 25 inde-
pendent runs. The maximization problems were transformed into
minimization ones as �f(x). All equality constraints were con-
verted into inequality ones, |h(x)| � d 6 0 using the degree of viola-
tion d = 2.2E�16 that was taken from MATLAB.

For all benchmark problems (except of multiple disc clutch
brake problem), the initial parameters for WCA, (Ntotal, Nsr and
dmax) were chosen as 50, 8, and 1E�03, respectively. For the multi-
ple disc clutch brake design problem, the predefined WCA user
parameters were chosen as 20, 4, and 1E�03. Different iteration
numbers were used for each benchmark function, with smaller
iteration number for smaller number of design variables and mod-
erate functions, while larger iteration number for large number of
desicion variables and complex problems. The mathematical for-
mulations for constrained benchmark functions (problems 1–4)
are given in Appendix A. Similarly, the mathematical objective
function and their constraints for the mechanical engineering de-
sign problems are presented in Appendix B.



Fig. 7. Flowchart of the proposed WCA.

Table 1
Comparison of the best solution given by previous studies for constrained problem 1.

DV IGA [21] HS [1] WCA Optimal

X1 2.330499 2.323456 2.334238 2.330499
X2 1.951372 1.951242 1.950249 1.951372
X3 �0.477541 �0.448467 �0.474707 �0.477541
X4 4.365726 4.361919 4.366854 4.365726
X5 �0.624487 �0.630075 �0.619911 �0.624487
X6 1.038131 1.03866 1.030400 1.038131
X7 1.594227 1.605348 1.594891 1.594227
g1(X) 4.46E�05 0.208928 1E�13 4.46E�05
g2(X) �252.561723 �252.878859 252.569346 �252.561723
g3(X) �144.878190 �145.123347 144.897817 �144.878190
g4(X) 7.63E�06 �0.263414 2.2E�12 7.63E�06
f(X) 680.630060 680.641357 680.631178 680.630057

Table 2
Comparison of statistical results for various algorithms for constrained problem 1.
‘‘NFEs’’, ‘‘SD’’ and ‘‘NA’’ stand for number of function evaluations, standard deviation,
and not available, respectively.

Methods Worst Mean Best SD NFEs

HM [19] 683.1800 681.1600 680.9100 4.11E�02 1400,000
ASCHEA [20] NA 680.6410 680.6300 NA 1500,000
IGA [21] 680.6304 680.6302 680.6301 1.00E�05 NA
GA [11] 680.6538 680.6381 680.6303 6.61E�03 320,000
GA1 [22] NA NA 680.6420 NA 350,070
SAPF [24] 682.081 681.246 680.7730 0.322 500,000
SR [26] 680.7630 680.6560 680.6321 0.034 350,000
HS [1] NA NA 680.6413 NA 160,000
DE [27] 680.1440 680.5030 680.7710 0.67098 240,000
CULDE [28] 680.6300 680.6300 680.6300 1E�07 100,100
PSO [25] 684.5289 680.9710 680.6345 5.1E�01 140,100
CPSO�GD [29] 681.3710 680.7810 680.6780 0.1484 NA
SMES [23] 680.7190 680.6430 680.6320 1.55E�02 240,000
DEDS [30] 680.6300 680.6300 680.6300 2.9E�13 225,000
HEAA [32] 680.6300 680.6300 680.6300 5.8E�13 200,000
ISR [31] 680.6300 680.6300 680.6300 3.2E�13 271,200
a Simplex [33] 680.6300 680.6300 680.6300 2.9E�10 323,426
PESO [34] 680.6300 680.6300 680.6310 NA 350,000
CDE [35] 685.1440 681.5030 680.7710 NA 248,000
ABC [36] 680.6380 680.6400 680.6340 4E�03 240,000
WCA 680.6738 680.6443 680.6311 1.14E�02 110,050
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3.1. Constrained problem 1

For this minimization problem (see Appendix A.1), the best
solution given by a number of optimizers was compared in Table 1.
Table 2 presents the comparison of statistical results for the
constrained problem 1 obtained using WCA and compared with
previous statistical result reported by homomorphous mappings
(HM) [19], adaptive segregational constraint handling evolutionary
algorithm (ASCHEA) [20], improved genetic algorithm (IGA) [21],
GA [11], GA1 [22], simple multi-membered evolution strategy
(SMES) [23], self adaptive penalty function (SAPF) [24], PSO [25],
stochastic ranking (SR) [26], differential evolution (DE) [27], cul-
tured differential evolution (CULDE) [28], harmony search (HS)
[1], coevolutionary particle swarm optimization using gaussian
distribution (CPSO–GD) [29], differential evolution with dynamic
stochastic selection (DEDS) [30], improved stochastic ranking
(ISR) [31], hybrid evolutionary algorithm and adaptive constraint
handling technique (HEAA) [32], the a constraint Simplex method
(a Simplex) [33], particle evolutionary swarm optimization (PESO)
[34], co-evolutionary differential evolution (CDE) [35], and artifi-
cial bee colony (ABC) [36].

As shown in Table 2, in terms of the number of function evalu-
ations, the proposed method shows superiority to other algorithms
(except for the CULDE method which requires 100,100 function
evaluations). In terms of the optimum solution, the WCA offered
better or close to the best value compared with other algorithms.

3.2. Constrained problem 2

This minimization function (see Appendix A.2) was previously
solved using HM, ASCHEA, SR, cultural algorithms with evolution-
ary programming (CAEP) [37], hybrid particle swarm optimization
(HPSO) [38], changing range genetic algorithm (CRGA) [39], DE,



Table 3
Comparison of the best solution given by various algorithms for the constrained problem 2.

DV CULDE [28] HS [1] GA1 [22] WCA Optimal

X1 78.000000 78.000000 78.0495 78.000000 78.00000
X2 33.000000 33.000000 33.007000 33.000000 33.00000
X3 29.995256 29.995000 27.081000 29.995256 29.99526
X4 45.000000 45.000000 45.000000 45.000000 45.00000
X5 36.775813 36.776 44.940000 36.775812 36.77581
g1(X) 1.35E�08 4.34E�05 1.283813 �1.96E�12 �9.71E�04
g2(X) �92.000000 �92.000043 �93.283813 �91.999999 �92.000000
g3(X) �11.15945 �11.15949 �9.592143 �11.159499 �1.11E+01
g4(X) �8.840500 �8.840510 �10.407856 �8.840500 �8.870000
g5(X) �4.999999 �5.000064 �4.998088 �5.000000 �5.000000
g6(X) 4.12E�09 6.49E�05 1.91E�03 0.000000 9.27E�09
f(X) �30665.5386 �30665.5000 �31020.8590 �30665.5386 �30665.5390

Table 4
Comparison of statistical results for reported algorithms for constrained problem 2.

Methods Worst Mean Best SD NFEs

HM [19] �30645.9000 �30665.3000 �30664.5000 NA 1400,000
ASCHEA [20] NA �30665.5000 �30665.5000 NA 1500,000
SR [26] �30665.5390 �30665.5390 �30665.5390 2E�05 88,200
CAEP [37] �30662.2000 �30662.5000 �30665.5000 9.300 50,020
PSO [25] �30252.3258 �30570.9286 �30663.8563 81.000 70,100
HPSO [38] �30665.5390 �30665.5390 �30665.5390 1.70E�06 81,000
PSO�DE [25] �30665.5387 �30665.5387 �30665.5387 8.30E�10 70,100
CULDE [28] �30665.5386 �30665.5386 �30665.5386 1E�07 100,100
DE [27] �30665.5090 �30665.5360 �30665.5390 5.067E�03 240,000
HS [1] NA NA �30665.5000 NA 65,000
CRGA [39] �30660.3130 �30664.3980 �30665.5200 1.600 54,400
SAPF [24] �30656.4710 �30655.9220 �30665.4010 2.043 500,000
SMES [23] �30665.5390 �30665.5390 �30665.5390 0.000 240,000
DELC [40] �30665.5390 �30665.5390 �30665.5390 1.0E�11 50,000
DEDS [30] �30665.5390 �30665.5390 �30665.5390 2.70E�11 225,000
HEAA [32] �30665.5390 �30665.5390 �30665.5390 7.40E�12 200,000
ISR [31] �30665.5390 �30665.5390 �30665.5390 1.10E�11 192,000
a Simplex [33] �30665.5390 �30665.5390 �30665.5390 4.20E�11 305,343
WCA �30665.4570 �30665.5270 �30665.5386 2.18E�02 18,850

Table 5
Comparison of best solution for the constrained problem 3 given by two algorithms.

DV CULDE [28] WCA Optimal solution

X1 0.304887 0.316011 0.316227
X2 0.329917 0.316409 0.316227
X3 0.319260 0.315392 0.316227
X4 0.328069 0.315872 0.316227
X5 0.326023 0.316570 0.316227
X6 0.302707 0.316209 0.316227
X7 0.305104 0.316137 0.316227
X8 0.315312 0.316723 0.316227
X9 0.322047 0.316924 0.316227
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CULDE, particle swarm optimization with differential evolution
(PSO–DE) [25], PSO, HS, SMES, SAPF, differential evolution with le-
vel comparison (DELC) [40], DEDS, ISR, HEAA, and a Simplex
method.

Table 3 compares the reported best solutions for the CULDE, HS,
GA1, and WCA. The statistical results of different algorithms are gi-
ven in Table 4. From Table 4, the PSO method found the best solu-
tion (�30663.8563) in 70,100 function evaluations. The proposed
WCA reached the best solution (�30665.5386) in 18,850 function
evaluations. The WCA offered modest solution quality in less num-
ber of function evaluations for this problem.
X10 0.309009 0.316022 0.316227
h(X) 9.91E�04 0.000000 0
f(X) �0.995413 �0.999981 �1
3.3. Constrained problem 3

This minimization problem (see Appendix A.3) has n decision
variables and one equality constraint. The optimal solution of the
problem is at X� ¼ ð 1ffiffi

n
p ; � � � ; 1ffiffi

n
p Þ with a corresponding function value

of f(x) = 1. For this problem n is considered equal to 10. This func-
tion was previously solved using HM, ASCHEA, PSO–DE, PSO, CUL-
DE, SR, DE, SAPF, SMES, GA, CRGA, DELC, DEDS, ISR, HEAA, a
Simplex method, and PESO.

The comparison of best solutions is shown in Table 5. The statis-
tical results of seventeen algorithms including the WCA are shown
in Table 6. From Table 6, the WCA obtained its best solution in
103,900 function evaluations (which is considerably less than
other compared algorithms except for the CRGA). However, the
statistical results obtained by WCA are more accurate than the
CRGA.
3.4. Constrained problem 4

For this maximization problem (see Appendix A.4) which is
converted to the minimization problem, the feasible region of the
search space consists of 729 disjoint spheres. A point (x1, x2, x3)
is feasible, if and only if, there exist p, q, and r such that the
inequality holds, as given in Appendix A [41]. For this problem,
the optimum solution is X⁄ = (5,5,5) with f(X⁄) = �1.

This problem was previously solved using HM, SR, CULDE, CAEP,
HPSO, ABC, PESO, CDE, SMES, and teaching-learning-based optimi-
zation (TLBO) [42]. The statistical results of eleven optimizers
including the WCA are shown in Table 7. From Table 7, the WCA



Table 6
Comparison of statistical results given by various algorithms for constrained problem
3.

Methods Worst Mean Best SD NFEs

HM [19] �0.997800 �0.998900 �0.999700 NA 1400,000
ASCHEA [20] NA �0.999890 �1.000000 NA 1500,000
PSO [25] �1.004269 �1.004879 �1.004986 1.0E+0 140,100
PSO�DE [25] �1.005010 �1.005010 �1.005010 3.8E�12 140,100
CULDE [28] �0.639920 �0.788635 �0.995413 0.115214 100,100
CRGA [39] �0.993100 �0.997500 �0.999700 1.4E�03 67,600
SAPF [24] �0.887000 �0.964000 �1.000000 3.01E�01 500,000
SR [26] �1.00000 �1.000000 �1.000000 1.9E�04 229,000
ISR [31] �1.001000 �1.001000 �1.001000 8.2E�09 349,200
DE [27] �1.025200 �1.025200 �1.025200 NA 8000,000
SMES [23] �1.000000 �1.000000 �1.000000 2.09E�04 240,000
GA [11] �0.999790 0.999920 0.999980 5.99E�05 320,000
DELC [40] �1.000000 �1.000000 �1.000000 2.1E�06 200,000
DEDS [30] �1.000500 �1.000500 �1.000500 1.9E�08 225,000
HEAA [32] �1.000000 �1.000000 �1.000000 5.2E�15 200,000
a Simples [33] �1.000500 �1.000500 �1.000500 8.5E�14 310,968
PESO [34] �0.464000 �0.764813 �0.993930 NA 350,000
WCA �0.999171 �0.999806 �0.999981 �1.91E�04 103,900

Table 7
Comparison of statistical results given by various algorithms for constrained problem
4.

Methods Worst Mean Best SD NFEs

HM [19] �0.991950 �0.999135 �0.999999 NA 1400,000
SR [26] �1 �1 �1 0 350,000
CAEP [37] �0.996375 �0.996375 �1 9.7E�03 50,020
HPSO [38] �1 �1 �1 1.6E�15 81,000
CULDE [28] �1 �1 �1 0 100,100
SMES [23] �1 �1 �1 0 240,000
PESO [34] �0.994 �0.998875 �1 NA 350,000
CDE [35] �1 �1 �1 0 248,000
ABC [36] �1 �1 �1 0 240,000
TLBO [42] �1 �1 �1 0 50,000
WCA �0.999998 �0.999999 �0.999999 2.51E�07 6100

Table 8
Comparison of the best solution obtained from the previous algorithms for three-bar
truss problem.

DV DEDS [30] PSO-DE [25] WCA

X1 0.788675 0.788675 0.788651
X2 0.408248 0.408248 0.408316
g1(X) 1.77E�08 �5.29E�11 0.000000
g2(X) �1.464101 �1.463747 �1.464024
g3(X) �0.535898 �0.536252 �0.535975
f(X) 263.895843 263.895843 263.895843

Table 9
Comparison of statistical results obtained from various algorithms for the three-bar
truss problem.

Methods Worst Mean Best SD NFEs

SC [43] 263.969756 263.903356 263.895846 1.3E�02 17,610
PSO–DE [25] 263.895843 263.895843 263.895843 4.5E�10 17,600
DEDS [30] 263.895849 263.895843 263.895843 9.7E�07 15,000
HEAA [32] 263.896099 263.895865 263.895843 4.9E�05 15,000
WCA 263.896201 263.895903 263.895843 8.71E�05 5250
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reached its best solution considerably faster than other reported
algorithms using 6100 function evaluations.

3.5. Constrained benchmark engineering and mechanical design
problems

3.5.1. Three-bar truss design problem
The three-bar truss problem (see Appendix B.1) is one of the

engineering test problems for constrained algorithms. The compar-
ison of the best solution among the WCA, DEDS, and PSO–DE is pre-
sented in Table 8. The comparison of obtained statistical results for
the WCA with previous studies including DEDS, PSO–DE, HEAA,
and society and civilization algorithm (SC) [43] is presented in Ta-
ble 9. The proposed WCA obtained the best solution in 5250 func-
tion evaluations which is superior to other considered algorithms.

3.5.2. Speed reducer design problem
In this constrained optimization problem (see Appendix B.2),

the weight of speed reducer is to be minimized subject to con-
straints on bending stress of the gear teeth, surface stress, trans-
verse deflections of the shafts, and stresses in the shafts [44]. The
variables x1 to x7 represent the face width (b), module of teeth
(m), number of teeth in the pinion (z), length of the first shaft be-
tween bearings (l1), length of the second shaft between bearings
(l2), and the diameter of first (d1) and second shafts (d2), respec-
tively. This is an example of a mixed integer programming
problem. The third variable x3 (number of teeth) is of integer val-
ues while all left variables are continuous.
This engineering problem previously was optimized using SC,
PSO–DE, DELC, DEDS, HEAA, (l + k) � ES [44], modified differential
evolution (MDE) [45,46], and ABC. The comparison of the best solu-
tion of reported methods is presented in Table 10. The statistical
results of six algorithms were compared with the proposed WCA
and are given in Table 11. The WCA, DELC and DEDS outperformed
other considered optimization engines as shown in Table 11. In
terms of the number of function evaluations, the WCA method
reached the best solution faster than other reported algorithms
using 15,150 function evaluations.
3.5.3. Pressure vessel design problem
In pressure vessel design problem (see Appendix B.3), proposed

by Kannan and Kramer [47], the target is to minimize the total cost,
including the cost of material, forming, and welding. A cylindrical
vessel is capped at both ends by hemispherical heads as shown
in Fig. 8. There are four design variables in this problem: Ts (x1,
thickness of the shell), Th (x2, thickness of the head), R (x3, inner ra-
dius), and L (x4, length of the cylindrical section of the vessel).
Among the four design variables, Ts and Th are expected to be inte-
ger multiples of 0.0625 in, and R and L are continuous design
variables.

Table 12 shows the comparisons of the best solutions obtained
by the proposed WCA and other compared methods. This problem
has been solved previously using GA based co-evolution model
(GA2) [48], GA through the use of dominance-based tour tourna-
ment selection (GA3) [49], CPSO, HPSO, hybrid nelder-mead sim-
plex search and particle swarm optimization (NM–PSO) [41],
gaussian quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization (G-
QPSO), quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization (QPSO)
[50], PSO, and CDE and compared with the proposed WCA as given
in Table 13.

From Table 13, the WCA was executed for obtaining two sets of
statistical results for comparative study. The first set of statistical
results was obtained for 27,500 function evaluations using and
the second set of statistical results was obtained for 8000 function
evaluations using WCA. As can be seen from Table 13, in terms of
the best solution and number of function evaluations, the proposed
method is superior to other optimizer.

Considering the statistical and comparison results in Table 13, it
can be concluded that the WCA is more efficient than the other
optimization engines for the pressure vessel design problem, in



Table 10
Comparison of the best solution obtained from the previous algorithms for the speed reducer problem.

DV DEDS [30] DELC [40] HEAA [32] MDE[45,46] PSO�DE [25] WCA

X1 3.5 + 09 3.5 + 09 3.500022 3.500010 3.500000 3.500000
X2 0.7 + 09 0.7 + 09 0.700000 0.700000 0.700000 0.700000
X3 17.000000 17.000000 17.000012 17.000000 17.000000 17.000000
X4 7.3 + 09 7.3 + 09 7.300427 7.300156 7.300000 7.300000
X5 7.715319 7.715319 7.715377 7.800027 7.800000 7.715319
X6 3.350214 3.350214 3.350230 3.350221 3.350214 3.350214
X7 5.286654 5.286654 5.286663 5.286685 5.2866832 5.286654
f(X) 2994.471066 2994.471066 2994.499107 2996.356689 2996.348167 2994.471066

Table 11
Comparison of statistical results obtained from various algorithms for the speed reducer problem.

Methods Worst Mean Best SD NFEs

SC [43] 3009.964736 3001.758264 2994.744241 4.0 54,456
PSO–DE [25] 2996.348204 2996.348174 2996.348167 6.4E�06 54,350
DELC [40] 2994.471066 2994.471066 2994.471066 1.9E�12 30,000
DEDS [30] 2994.471066 2994.471066 2994.471066 3.6E�12 30,000
HEAA [32] 2994.752311 2994.613368 2994.499107 7.0E�02 40,000
MDE [45,46] NA 2996.367220 2996.356689 8.2E�03 24,000
(l + k) � ES [44] NA 2996.348000 2996.348000 0.0 30,000
ABC [36] NA 2997.058000 2997.058000 0.0 30,000
WCA 2994.505578 2994.474392 2994.471066 7.4E�03 15,150

Fig. 8. Schematic view of pressure vessel problem.
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this paper. Fig. 9 depicts the function values versus the number of
iterations for the pressure vessel design problem.

One of the advantages of the proposed method is that the func-
tion values are reduced to near optimum point in the early itera-
tions (see Fig. 9). This may be due to the searching criteria and
constraint handling approach of WCA where it initially searches
a wide region of problem domain and rapidly focuses on the opti-
mum solution.
3.5.4. Tension/compression spring design problem
The tension/compression spring design problem (see Appendix

B.4) is described in Arora [51] for which the objective is to mini-
mize the weight (f(x)) of a tension/compression spring (as shown
Table 12
Comparison of the best solution obtained from various studies for the pressure vessel pro

DV CDE [35] GA3 [49] CPSO [29] H

X1 0.8125 0.8125 0.8125 0.
X2 0.4375 0.4375 0.4375 0.
X3 42.0984 42.0974 42.0913 42
X4 176.6376 176.6540 176.7465 17
g1(X) �6.67E�07 �2.01E�03 �1.37E�06 �
g2(X) �3.58E�02 �3.58E�02 �3.59E�04 �
g3(X) �3.705123 �24.7593 �118.7687 3.
g4(X) �63.3623 �63.3460 �63.2535 �
f(X) 6059.7340 6059.9463 6061.0777 60
in Fig. 10) subject to constraints on minimum deflection, shear
stress, surge frequency, limits on outside diameter and on design
variables. The independent variables are the wire diameter d(x1),
the mean coil diameter D(x2), and the number of active coils P(x3).

The comparisons of the best solutions among several reported
algorithms are given in Table 14. This problem has been used as
a benchmark problem for testing the efficiency of numerous opti-
mization methods, such as GA2, GA3, CAEP, CPSO, HPSO, NM–PSO,
G-QPSO, QPSO, PSO–DE, PSO, DELC, DEDS, HEAA, SC, DE, ABC, and
(l + k) � ES. The obtained statistical results using the reported
optimizers and the proposed WCA are given in Table 15.

For comparison of statistical results obtained by WCA, two sets
of statistical results are presented as shown in Table 15. The first
set of results corresponds to 11,750 function evaluations and the
second set corresponds to 2000 function evaluations using WCA.
The best function value is 0.012630 with 80,000 function evalua-
tions obtained by NM–PSO. From Table 15, the proposed WCA pro-
duced equally best result in the same number of function
evaluations as G-QPSO method. In terms of solution quality, only
NM–PSO was superior to all other considered algorithms (includ-
ing WCA). However, WCA and G-QPSO offer competitive best solu-
tions in much less number of function evaluations than offered by
the NM–PSO method.

Fig. 11 demonstrates the function values with respect to the
number of iterations for the tension/compression spring design
problem. From Fig. 11, the initial population of the algorithm
blem.

PSO [38] NM–PSO [41] G-QPSO [50] WCA

8125 0.8036 0.8125 0.7781
4375 0.3972 0.4375 0.3846
.0984 41.6392 42.0984 40.3196
6.6366 182.4120 176.6372 �200.0000

8.80E�07 3.65E�05 �8.79E�07 �2.95E�11
3.58E�02 3.79E�05 �3.58E�02 �7.15E�11
1226 �1.5914 �0.2179 �1.35E�06
63.3634 �57.5879 �63.3628 �40.0000
59.7143 5930.3137 6059.7208 5885.3327



Table 13
Comparison of statistical results given by different optimizers for the pressure vessel
problem.

Methods Worst Mean Best SD NFEs

GA2 [48] 6308.4970 6293.8432 6288.7445 7.4133 900,000
GA3 [49] 6469.3220 6177.2533 6059.9463 130.9297 80,000
CPSO [29] 6363.8041 6147.1332 6061.0777 86.4500 240,000
HPSO [38] 6288.6770 6099.9323 6059.7143 86.2000 81,000
NM�PSO [41] 5960.0557 5946.7901 5930.3137 9.1610 80,000
G-QPSO [50] 7544.4925 6440.3786 6059.7208 448.4711 8000
QPSO [50] 8017.2816 6440.3786 6059.7209 479.2671 8000
PSO [25] 14076.3240 8756.6803 6693.7212 1492.5670 8000
CDE [35] 6371.0455 6085.2303 6059.7340 43.0130 204,800
WCA 6590.2129 6198.6172 5885.3327 213.0490 27,500

7319.0197 6230.4247 5885.3711 338.7300 8000

Fig. 9. Function values versus number of iterations for the pressure vessel problem.

Fig. 10. Schematic view of tension/compression spring problem.

Table 15
Comparisons of statistical results obtained from various algorithms for the tension/
compression spring problem.

Methods Worst Mean Best SD NFEs

GA2 [48] 0.012822 0.012769 0.012704 3.94E�05 900,000
GA3 [49] 0.012973 0.012742 0.012681 5.90E�05 80,000
CAEP [37] 0.015116 0.013568 0.012721 8.42E�04 50,020
CPSO [29] 0.012924 0.012730 0.012674 5.20E�04 240,000
HPSO [38] 0.012719 0.012707 0.012665 1.58E�05 81,000
NM–PSO [41] 0.012633 0.012631 0.012630 8.47E�07 80,000
G-QPSO [50] 0.017759 0.013524 0.012665 0.001268 2000
QPSO [50] 0.018127 0.013854 0.012669 0.001341 2000
PSO [25] 0.071802 0.019555 0.012857 0.011662 2000
DE [27] 0.012790 0.012703 0.012670 2.7E�05 204,800
DELC [40] 0.012665 0.012665 0.012665 1.3E�07 20,000
DEDS [30] 0.012738 0.012669 0.012665 1.3E�05 24,000
HEAA [32] 0.012665 0.012665 0.012665 1.4E�09 24,000
PSO–DE [25] 0.012665 0.012665 0.012665 1.2E�08 24,950
SC [43] 0.016717 0.012922 0.012669 5.9E�04 25,167
(l + k)�ES [44] NA 0.013165 0.012689 3.9E�04 30,000
ABC [36] NA 0.012709 0.012665 0.012813 30,000
WCA 0.012952 0.012746 0.012665 8.06E�05 11,750

0.015021 0.013013 0.012665 6.16E�04 2000

Fig. 11. Function values with respect to the number of iterations for tension/
compression spring problem.
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was in the infeasible region in the early iterations of WCA. After
further iterations, the population was adjusted to the feasible re-
gion and the function values were reduced at each iteration.

The constraint violation values with respect to the number of
iterations for the tension/compression spring problem are shown
in Fig. 12. From Fig. 12, the obtained solutions did not satisfy the
constraints in the early iterations. As the algorithm continued,
the obtained results satisfied the constraints, while the value of
constraint violation decreased.
3.5.5. Welded beam design problem
This design problem (see Appendix B.5), which has been often

used as a benchmark problem, was proposed by Coello [48]. In this
Table 14
Comparison of the best solution obtained from various algorithms for the tension/compre

DV DEDS [30] GA3 [49] CPSO [29] H

X1 0.051689 0.051989 0.051728
X2 0.356717 0.363965 0.357644
X3 11.288965 10.890522 11.244543 1
g1(X) 1.45E�09 �1.26E�03 �8.25E�04
g2(X) �1.19E�09 �2.54E�05 �2.52E�05 �
g3(X) �4.053785 �4.061337 �4.051306 �
g4(X) �0.727728 �0.722697 �0.727085 �
f(X) 0.012665 0.012681 0.012674
problem, a welded beam is designed for the minimum cost subject
to constraints on shear stress (s), bending stress (r) in the beam,
buckling load on the bar (Pb), end deflection of the beam (d), and
side constraints. There are four design variables as shown in
Fig. 13: h(x1), l(x2), t(x3) and b(x4).

The optimization engines previously applied to this problem in-
clude GA2, GA3, CAEP, CPSO, HPSO, NM–PSO, hybrid genetic algo-
rithm (HGA) [52], MGA [53], SC, and DE. The comparisons for the
best solutions given by different algorithms are presented in Ta-
ble 16. The comparisons of the statistical results are given in
Table 17.

Among those previously reported studies, the best solution was
obtained using NM–PSO with an objective function value of
ssion spring problem.

EAA [32] NM–PSO [41] DELC [40] WCA

0.051689 0.051620 0.051689 0.051680
0.356729 0.355498 0.356717 0.356522
1.288293 11.333272 11.288965 11.300410
3.96E�10 1.01E�03 �3.40E�09 �1.65E�13
3.59E�10 9.94E�04 2.44E�09 �7.9E�14
4.053808 �4.061859 �4.053785 �4.053399
0.727720 �0.728588 �0.727728 �0.727864
0.012665 0.012630 0.012665 0.012665



Fig. 12. Constraint violation values with respect to the number of iterations for
tension/compression spring problem.

Fig. 13. Schematic view of welded beam problem.

Table 16
Comparison of the best solution obtained from various algorithms for the welded beam p

DV GA3 [49] CPSO [29] CAEP [37]

X1(h) 0.205986 0.202369 0.205700
X2(l) 3.471328 3.544214 3.470500
X3(t) 9.020224 9.048210 9.036600
X4(b) 0.206480 0.205723 0.205700
g1(X) �0.103049 �13.655547 1.988676
g2(X) �0.231747 �78.814077 4.481548
g3(X) �5E�04 �3.35E�03 0.000000
g4(X) �3.430044 �3.424572 �3.433213
g5(X) �0.080986 �0.077369 �0.080700
g6(X) �0.235514 �0.235595 �0.235538
g7(X) �58.646888 �4.472858 2.603347
f(X) 1.728226 1.728024 1.724852

Table 17
Comparison of the statistical results obtained from different optimization engines for
the welded beam problem.

Methods Worst Mean Best SD NFEs

GA2 [48] 1.785835 1.771973 1.748309 1.12E�02 900,000
GA3 [49] 1.993408 1.792654 1.728226 7.47E�02 80,000
CAEP [37] 3.179709 1.971809 1.724852 4.43E�01 50,020
CPSO [29] 1.782143 1.748831 1.728024 1.29E�02 240,000
HPSO [38] 1.814295 1.749040 1.724852 4.01E�02 81,000
PSO–DE [25] 1.724852 1.724852 1.724852 6.7E�16 66,600
NM–PSO [41] 1.733393 1.726373 1.724717 3.50E�03 80,000
MGA [53] 1.995000 1.919000 1.824500 5.37E�02 NA
SC [43] 6.399678 3.002588 2.385434 9.6E�01 33,095
DE [27] 1.824105 1.768158 1.733461 2.21E�02 204,800
WCA 1.744697 1.726427 1.724856 4.29E�03 46,450

1.801127 1.735940 1.724857 1.89E�02 30,000

Fig. 14. Function values versus number of iterations for the welded beam problem.

Fig. 15. Schematic view of rolling element bearing problem.
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f(x) = 1.724717 after 80,000 function evaluations. Using the pro-
posed WCA, the best solution of f(x) = 1.724856 was obtained using
46,450 function evaluations. The proposed WCA was also per-
formed for 30,000 function evaluations offering a best solution of
f(x) = 1.724857.

The optimization statistical results obtained by the WCA out-
performed the obtained results by other considered algorithms, ex-
cept the NM–PSO, PSO–DE, HPSO and CAEP in terms of cost value.
However, WCA could offer a competitive set of statistical results in
less number of function evaluations as shown in Table 17. Fig. 14
illustrates the function values with respect to the number of itera-
tions for the welded beam design problem.
3.5.6. Rolling element bearing design problem
The objective of this problem (see Appendix B.6) is to maximize

the dynamic load carrying capacity of a rolling element bearing, as
demonstrated in Fig. 15. This problem has 10 decision variables
roblem.

HGA [52] NM–PSO [41] WCA

0.205700 0.205830 0.205728
3.470500 3.468338 3.470522
9.036600 9.036624 9.036620
0.205700 0.20573 0.205729
1.988676 �0.02525 �0.034128
4.481548 �0.053122 �3.49E�05
0.000000 0.000100 �1.19E�06
�3.433213 �3.433169 �3.432980
�0.080700 �0.080830 �0.080728
�0.235538 �0.235540 �0.235540

2.603347 �0.031555 �0.013503
1.724852 1.724717 1.724856



Table 18
Comparison of the best solution obtained using three algorithms for the rolling
element bearing problem.

DV GA4 [54] TLBO [42] WCA

X1 125.717100 125.7191 125.721167
X2 21.423000 21.42559 21.423300
X3 11.000000 11.000000 11.001030
X4 0.515000 0.515000 0.515000
X5 0.515000 0.515000 0.515000
X6 0.415900 0.424266 0.401514
X7 0.651000 0.633948 0.659047
X8 0.300043 0.300000 0.300032
X9 0.022300 0.068858 0.040045
X10 0.751000 0.799498 0.600000
g(X1) 0.000821 0.000000 0.000040
g(X2) 13.732999 13.15257 14.740597
g(X3) 2.724000 1.525200 3.286749
g(X4) 3.606000 0.719056 3.423300
g(X5) 0.717000 16.49544 0.721167
g(X6) 4.857899 0.000000 9.290112
g(X7) 0.003050 0.000000 0.000087
g(X8) 0.000007 2.559363 0.000000
g(X9) 0.000007 0.000000 0.000000
g(X10) 0.000005 0 0.000000
f(X) 81843.30 81859.74 85538.48

Table 19
Comparison of statistical results using four optimizers for the rolling element bearing
problem.

Methods Worst Mean Best SD NFEs

GA4 [54] NA NA 81843.30 NA 225,000
ABC [36] 78897.81 81496.00 81859.74 0.69 10,000
TLBO [42] 80807.85 81438.98 81859.74 0.66 10,000
WCA 83942.71 83847.16 85538.48 488.30 3950

Fig. 16. Comparison of convergence rate for the rolling element bearing problem
using: (a) TLBO and ABC, (b) WCA.

Fig. 17. Schematic view of multiple disc clutch brake design problem.

Table 20
Comparison of the best solution obtained using three algorithms for the multiple disc
clutch brake problem.

DV NSGA-II [56] TLBO [42] WCA

X1 70.0000 70.000000 70.000000
X2 90.0000 90.000000 90.000000
X3 1.5.0000 1.000000 1.000000
X4 1000.0000 810.000000 910.000000
X5 3.0000 3.000000 3.000000
g(X1) 0.0000 0.000000 0.000000
g(X2) 22.0000 24.000000 24.000000
g(X3) 0.9005 0.919427 0.909480
g(X4) 9.7906 9830.371000 9.809429
g(X5) 7.8947 7894.696500 7.894696
g(X6) 3.3527 0.702013 2.231421
g(X7) 60.6250 37706.250000 49.768749
g(X8) 11.6473 14.297986 12.768578
f(X) 0.4704 0.313656 0.313656
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which are pitch diameter (Dm), ball diameter (Db), number of balls
(Z), inner and outer raceway curvature coefficients (fi and fo), KDmin

,
KDmax , e, e, and f, as shown in Fig. 15. The five latter appear in con-
straints and indirectly affect the internal geometry. Z is the discrete
design variable and the remainder are continuous design variables.
Constraints are imposed based on kinematic and manufacturing
considerations.

The problem of the rolling element bearing was optimized pre-
viously using GA4 [54], ABC, and TLBO. Table 18 shows the com-
parison of the best solutions for the three optimizers and the
proposed method in terms of design variables and function values,
and constraints accuracy. The statistical optimization results for
reported algorithms are given in Table 19.

From Table 19, the proposed method detected the best solution
(the maximum dynamic load carrying capacity of a rolling element
bearing) with considerable improvement compared with other
optimizers. In terms of statistical results, WCA offered better re-
sults using less number of function evaluations (NFEs) compared
with other considered algorithms. Fig. 16 compares the conver-
gence rates.

From Fig. 16a, the convergence rates for ABC and TLBO are close
(with a slightly higher mean searching capability for TLBO). How-
ever, WCA reached the best solution at 79 iterations (iteration
number for obtained best solution = NFEs/Ns). Meanwhile, the
WCA also found the best solution, as shown in Table 19.

3.5.7. Multiple disk clutch brake design problem
This minimization problem (see Appendix B.7), which is catego-

rized as discrete optimization problem, is taken from [55]. Fig. 17
illustrates a schematic view of multiple disc clutch brake. The
objective is to minimize the mass of the multiple disc clutch brake
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using five discrete design variables: inner radius (ri = 60, 61, 62, . . .,
80), outer radius (ro = 90, 91, 92, . . ., 110), thickness of the disc
(t = 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3), actuating force (F = 600, 610, 620, . . ., 1000),
and number of friction surfaces (Z = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9).

The problem of the multiple disc clutch brake was also at-
tempted by Deb and Srinivasan [56] using NSGA-II, TLBO, and
ABC. The comparisons of best solutions and the statistical optimi-
zation results are given in Tables 20 and 21, respectively.

All the reported optimizers give the same optimal solution for
the multiple disc clutch brake problem as shown in Table 21. How-
ever, in terms of statistical results including worst, mean, and stan-
dard deviation, the proposed WCA shows superiority compared
with other optimization engines. Fig. 18 shows the comparison of
convergence rate for three optimizers.

From Fig. 18a, it can be seen that the convergence rate for the
TLBO method is faster than ABC in earlier generations. However,
as the number of iterations increase, the convergence rate for both
algorithms becomes nearly the same. As shown in Fig. 18b, the pro-
posed method detected the best solution faster than other consid-
ered optimizers at 25 iterations (500 function evaluations), while
TLBO and ABC methods found the best solution at over 45 itera-
tions (more than 900 function evaluations).

These overall optimization results indicate that the WCA has
the capability in handling various combinatorial optimization
problems (COPs) and can offer optimum solutions (near or better
than to the best-known results) under lower computational efforts
(measured as the number of function evaluations). Therefore, it can
be concluded that the WCA is an attractive alternative optimizer
Table 21
Comparison of statistical results obtained using three optimizers for the multiple disc
clutch brake problem.

Methods Worst Mean Best SD NFEs

ABC [36] 0.352864 0.324751 0.313657 0.54 >900
TLBO [42] 0.392071 0.327166 0.313657 0.67 >900
WCA 0.313656 0.313656 0.313656 1.69E�16 500

Fig. 18. Comparison of convergence rate for the multiple disc clutch brake problem
using: (a) TLBO and ABC, (b) WCA.
for constrained and engineering optimization challenging other
metaheuristic methods especially in terms of computational
efficiency
4. Conclusions

This paper presented a new optimization technique called the
water cycle algorithm (WCA). The fundamental concepts and
ideas which underlie the method are inspired from nature and
based on the water cycle process in real world. In this paper,
the WCA with embedded constraint handling approach is pro-
posed for solving eleven constrained benchmark optimization
and engineering design problems. The statistical results, based
on the comparisons of the efficiency of the proposed WCA
against numerous other optimization methods, illustrate the
attractiveness of the proposed method for handling numerous
types of constraints. The obtained results show that the pro-
posed algorithm, (generally), offers better solutions than other
optimizers considered in this research in addition to its effi-
ciency in terms of the number of function evaluations (computa-
tional cost) for almost every problem. In general, the WCA offers
competitive solutions compared with other metaheuristic opti-
mizers based on the reported and experimental results in this
research. However, the computational efficiency and quality of
solutions given by the WCA depends on the nature and complex-
ity of the underlined problem. This applies to the efficiency and
performance of numerous metaheuristic methods. The proposed
method may be used for solving the real world optimization
problems which require significant computational efforts effi-
ciently with acceptable degree of accuracy for the solutions.
However, further research is required to examine the efficiencies
of the proposed WCA on large scale optimization problems.
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Appendix A

A.1. Constrained problem 1

f ðxÞ ¼ ðx1 � 10Þ2 þ 5ðx2 � 12Þ2 þ x4
3 þ 3ðx4 � 11Þ2 þ 10x6

5 þ 7x2
6

þ x4
7 � 4x6x7 � 10x6 � 8x7

subject to:
g1ðxÞ ¼ 127� 2x2
1 � 3x4

2 � x3 � 4x2
4 � 5x5 P 0

g2ðxÞ ¼ 282� 7x1 � 3x2 � 10x2
3 � x4 þ x5 P 0

g3ðxÞ ¼ 196� 23x1 � x2
2 � 6x2

6 þ 8x7 P 0
g4ðxÞ ¼ �4x2

1 � x2
2 þ 3x1x2 � 2x2

3 � 5x6 þ 11x7 P 0
�10 6 xi 6 10 i ¼ 1;2;3;4;5;6;7
A.2. Constrained problem 2

f ðxÞ ¼ 5:3578547x3
3 þ 0:8356891x1x5 þ 37:293239x1 þ 40729:141
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subject to:

g1ðxÞ ¼ 85:334407þ 0:0056858x2x5 þ 0:0006262x1x4

�0:0022053x3x5 � 92 6 0
g2ðxÞ ¼ �85:334407� 0:0056858x2x5 � 0:0006262x1x4

�0:0022053x3x5 6 0
g3ðxÞ ¼ 80:51249þ 0:0071317x2x5 þ 0:0029955x1x2

þ0:0021813x2
3 � 110 6 0

g4ðxÞ ¼ �80:51249� 0:0071317x2x5 � 0:0029955x1x2

�0:0021813x2
3 þ 90 6 0

g5ðxÞ ¼ 9:300961þ 0:0047026x3x5 þ 0:0012547x1x3

þ0:0019085x3x4 � 25 6 0
g6ðxÞ ¼ �9:300961� 0:0047026x3x5 � 0:0012547x1x3

�0:0019085x3x4 þ 20 6 0
78 6 x1 6 102
33 6 x2 6 45
27 6 xi 6 45 i ¼ 3;4;5
A.3. Constrained problem 3
f ðxÞ ¼ �
ffiffiffi
n
p� �n

:
Yn

i¼1

xi

subject to:

hðxÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

x2
i ¼ 1

0 6 xi 6 1 i ¼ 1; . . . ;n
A.4. Constrained problem 4

f ðxÞ ¼ �100� ðx1 � 5Þ2 � ðx2 � 5Þ2 � ðx3 � 5Þ2

100

subject to:

gðXÞ ¼ ðx1 � pÞ2 þ ðx2 � qÞ2 þ ðx3 � rÞ2 � 0:0625 6 0
0 6 xi 6 10 i ¼ 1;2;3 p; q; r ¼ 1;2;3; . . . ;9
Appendix B

B.1. Three-bar truss design problem
f ðxÞ ¼ ð2
ffiffiffi
2
p

x1 þ x2Þ � l

subject to:

g1ðxÞ ¼
ffiffi
2
p

x1þx2ffiffi
2
p

x2
1þ2x1x2

P � r 6 0

g2ðxÞ ¼ x2ffiffi
2
p

x2
1þ2x1x2

P � r 6 0

g3ðxÞ ¼ 1ffiffi
2
p

x2þx1
P � r 6 0

0 6 xi 6 1 i ¼ 1;2
l ¼ 100 cm;P ¼ 2 kN=cm2;r ¼ 2 kN=cm2
B.2. Speed reducer design problem
f ðxÞ ¼ 0:7854x1x2
2 3:3333x2

3 þ 14:9334x3 � 43:0934
� �

� 1:508x1 x2
6 þ x2

7

� �
þ 7:4777 x3

6 þ x3
7

� �
þ 0:7854 x4x2

6 þ x5x2
7

� �
subject to:

g1ðxÞ ¼ 27
x1x2

2x3
� 1 6 0

g2ðxÞ ¼ 397:5
x1x2

2x2
3
� 1 6 0

g3ðxÞ ¼
1:93x3

4
x2x4

6x3
� 1 6 0

g4ðxÞ ¼
1:93x3

5
x2x4

7x3
� 1 6 0

g5ðxÞ ¼
745x4=x2x3ð Þ2þ16:9�106½ �1=2

110x3
6

� 1 6 0

g6ðxÞ ¼
745x5=x2x3ð Þ2þ157:5�106½ �1=2

85x3
7

� 1 6 0

g7ðxÞ ¼ x2x3
40 � 1 6 0

g8ðxÞ ¼ 5x2
x1
� 1 6 0

g9ðxÞ ¼ x1
12x2
� 1 6 0

g10ðxÞ ¼ 1:5x6þ1:9
x4

� 1 6 0

g11ðxÞ ¼ 1:1x7þ1:9
x5

� 1 6 0
where

2:6 6 x1 6 3:6;0:7 6 x2 6 0:8;17 6 x3 6 28;7:3 6 x4 6 8:3;
7:3 6 x5 6 8:3;2:9 6 x6 6 3:9;5:0 6 x7 6 5:5
B.3. Pressure vessel design problem
f ðxÞ ¼ 0:6224x1x3x4 þ 1:7781x2x2
3 þ 3:1661x2

1x4 þ 19:84x2
1x3
subject to:
g1ðxÞ ¼ �x1 þ 0:0193x

g2ðxÞ ¼ �x2 þ 0:00954x3 6 0
g3ðxÞ ¼ �px2

3x4 � 4=3px3
3 þ 1296;000 6 0

g4ðxÞ ¼ x4 � 240 6 0
0 6 xi 6 100 i ¼ 1;2
10 6 xi 6 200 i ¼ 3;4
B.4. Tension/compression spring design problem
f ðxÞ ¼ ðx3 þ 2Þx2x2
1

subject to:
g1ðxÞ ¼ 1� x3
2x3 71;785x4

1x4
1

�
6 0

g2ðxÞ ¼ 4x2
2 � x1x2 12;566ðx2x3

1 � x4
1Þ

�
þ 1=5108x2

1 � 1 6 0

g3ðxÞ ¼ 1� 140:45x1=x2
2x3 6 0

g4ðxÞ ¼ x2 þ x1=1:5� 1 6 0
0:05 6 x1 6 2:00
0:25 6 x2 6 1:30
2:00 6 x3 6 15:00
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B.5. Welded beam design problem
H. Eskandar et al. / Computers and
f ðxÞ ¼ 1:10471x2
1x2 þ 0:04811x3x4ð14þ x2Þ

subject to:

g1ðxÞ ¼ sðxÞ � smax 6 0
g2ðxÞ ¼ rðxÞ � rmax 6 0
g3ðxÞ ¼ x1 � x4 6 0

g4ðxÞ ¼ 0:10471x2
1 þ 0:04811x3x4ð14þ x2Þ � 5 6 0

g5ðxÞ ¼ 0:125� x1 6 0
g6ðxÞ ¼ dðxÞ � dmax 6 0
g7ðxÞ ¼ P � PcðxÞ 6 0
0:1 6 xi 6 2 i ¼ 1;4
0:1 6 xi 6 10 i ¼ 2;3

where,

sðxÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðs0Þ2 þ 2s0s00 x2

2R
þ ðs00Þ2

r
s0 ¼ Pffiffiffi

2
p

x1x2
s00 ¼ MR

J

M ¼ P Lþ x2

2

� �
; R ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2

2

4
þ x1 þ x3

2

� �2
r

;

J ¼ 2
ffiffiffi
2
p

x1x2
x2

2

12
þ x1 þ x3

2

� �2	 
� �

rðxÞ ¼ 6PL
x4x2

3

; dðxÞ ¼ 4PL3

Ex3
3x4

; PcðxÞ ¼
4:013E

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2

3
x6

4
36

q
L2 1� x3

2L

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
E

4G

r !

P ¼ 6000lb; L ¼ 14in; E ¼ 30� 106 psi; G ¼ 12� 106 psi
smax ¼ 13;600 psi; rmax ¼ 30;000 psi; dmax ¼ 0:25in
B.6. Rolling element bearing design problem

max Cd ¼ fcZ2=3D1:8
b if D 6 25:4 mm

Cd ¼ 3:647f cZ2=3D1:4
b if D � 25:4 mm

subject to:

g1ðxÞ ¼
/0

2 sin�1ðDb=DmÞ
� Z þ 1 P 0

g2ðxÞ ¼ 2Db � KD minðD� dÞP 0
g3ðxÞ ¼ KD maxðD� dÞ � 2Db P 0
g4ðxÞ ¼ fBw � Db 6 0
g5ðxÞ ¼ Dm � 0:5ðDþ dÞP 0
g6ðxÞ ¼ ð0:5þ eÞðDþ dÞ � Dm P 0
g7ðxÞ ¼ 0:5ðD� Dm � DbÞ � eDb P 0
g8ðxÞ ¼ fi P 0:515
g9ðxÞ ¼ fo P 0:515

where,

fc ¼ 37:91 1þ 1:04
1� c
1þ c

 �1:72 fið2f o � 1Þ
foð2f i � 1Þ

 �0:41
( )10=3

2
4

3
5�0:3

� c0:3ð1� cÞ1:39

ð1þ cÞ1=3

" #
2f i

2f i � 1

	 
0:41

/o ¼2p�2

� cos�1
fðD�dÞ=2�3ðT=4Þg2þfD=2�T=4�Dbg2�fd=2þT=4g2
h i

2fðD�dÞ=2�3ðT=4ÞgfD=2�T=4�Dbg

0
@

1
A

c ¼ Db

Dm
; f i ¼

ri

Db
; f 0 ¼

r0

Db
T ¼ D� d� 2Db

D ¼ 160; d ¼ 90; Bw ¼ 30; ri ¼ ro ¼ 11:033
0:5ðDþ dÞ 6 Dm 6 0:6ðDþ dÞ;0:15ðD� dÞ 6 Db 6 0:45ðD� dÞ;
4 6 Z 6 50;0:515 6 fi and f o 6 0:6;

0:4 6 KDmin 6 0:5;0:6 6 KDmax 6 0:7;0:3 6 e 6 0:4;
0:02 6 e 6 0:1;0:6 6 f 6 0:85:
B.7. Multiple disk clutch brake design problem

f ðxÞ ¼ pðr2
o � r2

i ÞtðZ þ 1Þq

subject to:

g1ðxÞ ¼ ro � ri � Dr P 0
g2ðxÞ ¼ lmax � ðZ þ 1Þðt þ dÞP 0
g3ðxÞ ¼ pmax � prz P 0
g4ðxÞ ¼ pmaxv sr max � przv sr P 0
g5ðxÞ ¼ v sr max � vsr P 0
g6ðxÞ ¼ Tmax � T P 0
g7ðxÞ ¼ Mh � sMs P 0
g8ðxÞ ¼ T P 0

where,

Mh ¼
2
3
lFZ

r3
o � r3

i

r2
0 � r2

i

; prz ¼
F

pðr2
0 � r2

i Þ
;

v rz ¼
2pnðr3

o � r3
i Þ

90ðr2
0 � r2

i Þ
; T ¼ Izpn

30ðMh þMf Þ

Dr ¼ 20 mm, Iz = 55 kgmm2, pmax = 1 MPa, Fmax = 1000 N,
Tmax = 15 s, l = 0.5, s = 1.5, Ms = 40 Nm, Mf = 3 Nm, n = 250 rpm,
vsrmax = 10 m/s, lmax = 30 mm, rimin = 60, rimax = 80, romin = 90, ro-
max = 110, tmin = 1.5, tmax = 3, Fmin = 600, Fmax = 1000, Zmin = 2,
Zmax = 9.
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